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NEW TRENDS.
NEW GOALS.
NEW STRUCTURE.

FEATURING THE FUTURE
OF FITNESS
Ours is a growing sector. Digitalisation, the second healthcare market, new technologies
and different training regimes all generate market potential, but also many challenges.
The competition for well-trained staff has begun, consumers' purchasing behaviour is
changing and new international trends now spread like wildfire. In almost all areas, providers must adapt to these changes if they wish to continue operating successfully.
As the world's number one meeting place for the industry, FIBO is a source of new ideas
and is repositioning itself for 2020. The fair is set to cover roughly 160,000 square metres:
it will feature new segments, new combinations will give rise to synergies and, last but
not least, it will have a clearer structure. We are expecting around 1,100 exhibitors and
145,000 international trade and private visitors from over 130 nations in the coming
year. FIBO is a platform for international business and networking, but it also provides a
source of inspiration for fitness fans by offering them a great live experience. We actively
promote the latest market developments and give space to growth areas and future
issues.

One such example is health, covering both fitness and wellness, which will be the focus
of Hall 8 in 2020. Another is global trade. FIBO supports companies who are searching
for suitable distributors – by making this the focus of the new Business Hall 4.1. Hall 5.1
will be dedicated to Innovations and Start-ups, whereas Hall 5.2 will feature Functional
Training, Group Fitness and Fighting Fit, offering an ideal combination of B2B and B2C.
Join us for a glimpse of the future. On the following pages we present the new hall
layout of FIBO. We look forward to seeing you at FIBO 2020!

Silke Frank
Event Director FIBO

HALL 4.1

NEW!

GLOBAL TRADING & SOURCING

FINDING THE
RIGHT PARTNER
This new hall is designed to maximise the chances of visitors who are looking for global
fitness market trading partners. It's the place to make contacts, set up distribution networks and find international distributors. At the heart of Hall 4.1 is a separate Business
Matchmaking Area with an integrated Distributor Forum – aimed at helping exhibitors
with common interests to find joint success.

How you benefit:
•
•
•
•

Trading up: Central platform for trade, e-commerce & distribution
Distributor matchmaking for targeted business partner searches, with
integrated distributor forum for your content
Guided tours which bring distributors and gym operators directly
to your stand
FIBO Showguide: Featuring extra pages on GLOBAL TRADING & SOURCING

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•

International distributors of gym equipment
International wholesalers & retailers
Buyers
Gym operators & managers

HALL 4.2
FASHION, BEAUTY & HEALTHY SPORTS NUTRITION

PULLING IN THE
CROWDS
An opportunity for some serious shopping. A shopping mall where visitors are offered
a very special trade fair experience in the centre of the new FIBO – the ideal platform
for launching products and collections. The new hall plan has given the exhibition area
a clear and concise structure, including Fashion, Beauty and Healthy Sports Nutrition
areas. Top brands and designers of innovative fashion and beauty products can use the
incredible 180° catwalk to stage live presentations of their products for interested retail-

How you benefit:
•
•
•

"Showroom" in the Shopping Village for showcasing merchandise,
including one-day special: Late night shopping
180° Catwalk: Effective spotlighting and presentation of collections
Healthy Sports Nutrition: Platform for labels and brands with presentation
slots focussing on nutrition trends

ers, media representatives and consumers. Original presentation ideas generate both
media coverage and consumer interest. The Shopping Village brings together suppliers
and fitness enthusiasts, clubs, distributors and experts from gyms and hotels. It provides
a platform for them to conclude premium outfitter deals and generate team collection
orders.

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•
•

Athletes, influencers & fashion bloggers
Distributors & buyers (nutrition, fashion)
(Personal) Trainers
Bodyshapers
Group fitness enthusiasts

HALL 5.1

NEW!

FITNESS FUTURE, DIGITALIZATION,
INNOVATION & TREND, TRAINING EQUIPMENT

THE SILICON VALLEY
OF THE FITNESS INDUSTRY
The exhibitors in the new "Future" hall can expect a perfect mix of trade and private
visitors: gym owners, personal trainers, journalists, investors and fitness enthusiasts
checking out the latest trends, products and job opportunities in the fitness sector. Meet
innovative newcomers and young fitness start-ups with fresh ideas, and make use of

How you benefit:
•
•
•
•
•

A central marketplace featuring innovations, trends and visions for the
fitness market of the future
Digital solutions for the fitness world
Strong business focus for newcomers, start-ups and franchise companies
Presentation and inspiration slots in the Future Forum
Exclusive: Effective meetings in the VIP & Matchmaking Area

our start-up and franchising services. In the Matchmaking Area you can meet your trade
visitors in an informal business atmosphere, while the VIP Area offers space for relaxed
meetings with your customers.

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gym operators & managers
(Personal) Trainers
Health experts
Fitness managers from the hotel & wellness sector
Graduates from the fitness & health sector
Potential investors
Trend-oriented fitness enthusiasts

HALL 5.2

NEW!

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING & GROUP FITNESS

PUTTING THE
CUSTOMER FIRST
Hall 5.2 forms the heart of the fair and forges a perfect link between B2B and B2C. Combining Group Fitness and Functional Training in one hall yields valuable synergies for successful customer retention in the fitness sector. Trainers and instructors, wellness experts
and gym owners can find plenty of enticing offers all in one place, including the latest

How you benefit:
•
•
•
•

Combining the two fitness concepts creates synergy effects and
generates maximum attention
Perfect target group supplementation creates win-win situation
Linking B2B and B2C provides the optimum mix for new leads
Functional Training Forum & Group Fitness Stage: Presentation of your shows,
concepts and intelligent training courses

functional training methods, interesting training programmes for trainers and instructors as
well as many other training opportunities and trends. Exploit the potential of the new Hall
5.2 to stage breathtaking shows for your latest offerings.

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•
•

Gym operators & managers
(Personal) Trainers
Sports club decision-makers
Distributors & buyers
Athletes & influencers

HALL 6 & 7
CARDIO & STRENGTH, EMS & VIBRATION

SPORTS
HARDWARE
Halls 6, 7 and 9 are dedicated to the classics of the fitness world. On show here is
training equipment of all shapes and sizes for potential customers and investors. Gym
owners make a beeline to these halls in order to update their gym, while sports clubs

How you benefit:
•
•
•

The traditional halls featuring the fitness world classics: Training devices
Major draw for trade visitors
The Who's Who of the fitness equipment industry is represented here

come to check out the latest developments. The Boulevard connecting the three training equipment halls offers all exhibitors – from specialists to full-range suppliers – the
opportunity to present their products and services to best effect.

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gym operators & managers
(Personal) Trainers
Physiotherapists & practice owners
Doctors, sports physicians & therapists from rehabilitation centres & clinics
Sports club decision-makers
Corporate health managers
Fitness managers from the hotel & wellness sector
Distributors

HALL 8

NEW!

HEALTH TRAINING EQUIPMENT,
INTERIOR, WELLNESS

HEALTHY
COMBINATIONS
The new Hall 8 is designed to reflect the changes in the areas of health, training and
wellness. The idea is to provide the optimum combination of health, fitness and wellness
for the hotel and tourism industries. In addition to featuring a large number of attractive
exhibitors, the Meetingpoint Health and the Wellness Competence Center serve as an
information and networking platform. The Meetingpoint Health also offers an extensive

How you benefit:
•
•
•
•

Focal point for health as a future market
B2B meetings in a calm and quiet atmosphere: Meetingpoint Health,
Wellness Competence Center, Body & Mind
Effective mix of fitness, health and wellness products as a powerful tool
for attracting potential new customers
Fast lane for trade visitors: The fastest way to health

range of talks and workshops; it is rounded off by the Body & Mind Area programme.
The Interior section presents innovative technologies and stylish designs: from changing
room fittings and admission systems through to drinks machines for lounge areas.

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physiotherapists & practice owners
Doctors, sports physicians & therapists from rehabilitation centres & clinics
Fitness managers from the hotel & wellness and swimming pool/spa sectors
Sports club decision-makers
Corporate health managers
Physiotherapy students
LOHAS (Lifestyles Of Health And Sustainability)

HALL 9
CONSULTING SERVICES, CARDIO & STRENGTH,
EMS & VIBRATION

SOME GOOD
ADVICE
The new Hall 9 offers business visitors the full range of training equipment and consulting services. Away from the shows, this hall also provides plenty of opportunity for
conducting fruitful meetings. Gym owners and trainers will be impressed by innovative
solutions for membership management, training plan creation and Connected Fitness

How you benefit:
•
•
•

NEW! The "third" force – big-name key players – from the traditional
Cardio & Strength sector present their products in this newly conceived hall
Highly effective business meetings in a relaxed atmosphere without shows
Perfectly combined with consulting services to provide modern and innovative
new business solutions for the fitness market

solutions. They can also check out the latest top-class training equipment. The Networking Platform is the ideal place for exhibitors to meet their peers, share their knowledge
and forge new alliances.

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gym operators & managers
(Personal) Trainers
Sports clubs – Chairpersons, department heads
Companies - CHM managers, CHM officers
Hotel buyers
Distributors

HALL 10.1
POWER (LIFESTYLE)

STRONG BODIES,
STRONG BRANDS
In Hall 10.1, Bodyshape influencers and stars of the scene will be meeting and greeting
the large and enthusiastic fan community. This is where exhibitors get the chance to let
their brands shine in the best possible light, to attract new fans and to sell directly to
"heavy users". The Live Cooking Area is the perfect place for promoting healthy food.
Health-conscious visitors will find the entire range of Healthy Nutrition products: protein

How you benefit:
•
•
•
•

Brand presence and fan communities
Influencer Lounge, Instagram Spot etc. generate social media content
with a powerful reach
CrossFit Challenge and Strongman Contest as further visitor attractions
Live Cooking Area: Presentation and preparation of products by
experienced chefs

bread, insect bars, vegan products or protein beer here – the showcase for all that is
healthy and tasty. This Community Hot Spot is also a guaranteed source of high-impact
social media content. You like that! #WeAreFIBO

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•
•

Influencers
Bodyshapers
Distributors & buyers (Nutrition & Fashion)
Gym operators & managers
(Personal) Trainers

HALL 10.2
POWER (CLASSIC)

POWER AND
MUSCLE
Naked muscles gleaming under the spotlights in Hall 10.2. This is where the classic
bodybuilding scene meets and where visitors are treated to an incredible range of
competitions. Top athletes and bodybuilding stars make high-profile appearances:
bodybuilding-related brands will thrive in this dynamic environment.

How you benefit:
•
•

THE annual meeting place for the international bodybuilding scene
Bodybuilding Stage:
- The athletes and stars of the scene appear on stage as
		 brand ambassadors and fan representatives
- Competitions are the best form of promotion and show
		 the brands in the best possible light

Your target groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power fans
Athletes
Bodyshapers
Distributors & buyers (nutrition, fashion)
Gym operators & managers
(Personal) Trainers

HALL 4.1 NEW!
GLOBAL TRADING & SOURCING

NEW!

HALL 4.2
FASHION
BEAUTY
HEALTHY SPORTS NUTRITION
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ENTRANCE NORTH, SOUTH + WEST
Entrance for private & trade visitors

SOUTH

ENTRANCE EAST
Entrance for trade visitors only

FACTS & FIGURES
THAT WAS FIBO 2019!
145.000

trade visitors

PR media reach

90.000€

Impressions via
Social Media Advertising

1,6 Mio.

Ø-Order volumina
during and after FIBO*

660 Mio.

21 Mio.

Follower & Fans at
Social Media

international
trade visitors

Visitors

80.000

270.000

25%

Mails &
Newsletter**

1.105
exhibitors

160.000 m2
exhibition area

240 Min.
TV coverage

*Quelle: Besucherbefragung 2019
**Unique sent e-mails

OUR SERVICES ENSURING YOUR SUCCESS
matchmaking
Your personal matchmaking profile helps you decide who you want to
meet at the fair and when. This software enables you to use your time at
the fair to maximum effect by meeting the business partners with the best
potential.

Meeting rooms
Need to brief your fair team in peace and quiet? Have plans for an important customer presentation during the event? Then why not hire one of
the wide range of exclusive meeting rooms at the trade fair.

LeadTracking
Use our lead tracking service to digitally record the contacts on your
trade fair stand at the touch of a button. The data can be supplemented
with additional information and accessed quickly and easily via your own
online portal.

Invitation vouchers
Make the decision easy for your trade fair guests. Use your vouchers to
invite your customers, partners and interested parties to visit your stand
free of charge.
* An excerpt of our diverse services

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
AND REFERENCES
For Precor, FIBO 2019 was one of the
most successful trade fairs in recent
years.
We had our first appearance at the FIBO
and our conclusion is: we are mega
satisfied.

The new elegant look & feel in the company presentation and product portfolio was well received by both
existing and new customers. In addition, the continuing
trend towards digitization and networked fitness with

We wanted to get in touch with coaches and gym

the open operating system Preva was impressive.

operators which we have been able to. We had great

With important partners such as eGym and RunTV, the

conversations and aroused a lot of interest. Of course,
we also wanted to meet the end customer, which was
also overwhelming.

company is delivering innovative and interesting fitness
solutions for every type of facility this year.

Once again, FIBO has proven its reputation as the absolute leading trade fair for
the of our industry.

Both B2B and B2C exceeded our expectations. We

Martin Borchers,

Nowhere else can you continuously and reliably reach

have seen that our product fits at FIBO and we are al-

Business Manager DE,

an international trade audience of this quality. For

ready looking at how we can expand this in the future.

Precor / Amer Sports Deutschland GmbH

us, the four days of the trade fair were an enormous
success. We feel that digitalization has arrived in the

Lars Schoof,

fitness and health sector; our customers are taking

Sales Manager Fitness, Nutrition, Health

advantage of the new opportunities to offer their members tailor-made programmes and the best individual
care.
Philipp Roesch-Schlanderer,
Managing Director, eGym
* An excerpt from over 1.100 exhibitors

OTA YHTEYTTÄ!

Riitta Hämäläinen-Bister
Suomen kunto- ja
terveysliikuntakeskusten
yhdistys SKY ry
Toiminnanjohtaja
P:+358 40 515 4449
S: toimisto@sky-ry.fi

FIBO messumyynti Suomessa
Suomen kunto- ja
terveysliikuntakeskusten yhdistys SKY
Hitsaajankatu 22, 00810 Helsinki
www.sky-ry.fi

fibo.com

